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The challenge
To refresh the identity of Credit Care 2 banners.

Our approach
We are starting to implement Phoenix branding elements across our assets so this is a good opportunity to bring this 

styling into the banners.

To begin we took some examples of the current Credit Care 2 banners and redesigned them using the Phoenix 
branding. This allowed us to work with new the colourways, hero wording and iconography. 

 
We are still developing our iconography, but the examples provided show how we can use these for targeted 

campaigns and themes.



Layout
We have created 4 templates for layout.  
The overarching style has been aligned with 
the new Phoenix branding.

Copy
Copy is now centrally aligned.  
Hero word/s should be used to apply the  
“feel-good” factor where possible. This will 
involve working closer with the Copywriting 
team when developing banners to ensure  
that the message is correct.

Iconography
Banners will use the new Phoenix coloured 
icon library which we are currently producing.

Icons can be created or modified for seasonal 
or specifically targeted campaigns.

Icons can also be animated.

Hyperlinks
Hyperlinks will be implied with the use  
of chevrons at the end of the copy.

Headline 43px, 36 characters max
1px keyline positioned 30px below headline.
Icon has a max height of 175px

Headline only
Headline 43px, 24 characters max

Icon has a max height of 175px

Headline and subhead 1

Subheading 28px, 57 characters

Headline 43px, 24 characters max

Icon has a max height of 115px

Headline and subhead 3

Subheading 28px, 57 characters max
Subheading 2 28px, 19 characters maxIcon has a max height of 150px

Headline and subhead 2
Headline 43px, 36 characters max
Subheading 28px, 38 characters max



Backgrounds
We are using two background colours:

White with grey border 
Phoenix red gradient



Transformations
We took the old Credit Care 2 banners and 
transformed them to the new style. 

Current Credit Care 2 banners 

Transformed banners in red showing revised headline, different layout options and caveat.

Transformed banners in white showing revised headline, different layout options.



Campaign variations
We can create new themed icons for 
campaigns such as travel, summer, christmas 
and healthy habits.

Using iconography we will be able to use new 
colours to suit a campaign. This is something 
which we havent been able to do before and 
we are excited about.

We will also be able to work with alternate 
background colours too.



We look forward to your feedback.
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